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More fast charging options would help persuade
1 in 2 U.S. drivers to buy electric cars
According to a report by Ipsos and EVBox Group, more electric vehicle (EV) fast

chargers on U.S. roads would lower the biggest barrier keeping drivers from

buying EVs: the concern that they won’t find a public charging station when they

need it

LIBERTYVILLE, Ill., May 11, 2021 — U.S. drivers remain worried that if they switch to an

electric vehicle, they won't be able to charge their car or truck when they need to. Nearly half of

U.S. residents (48%) are not confident that they will always find a charging station. Many also

worry that charging will take too much time. 

Such concerns are among the biggest roadblocks that keep U.S. drivers from switching to EVs.

Adding more fast charging stations on the nation’s roads would bring down these barriers and

accelerate EV adoption in the U.S., according to a report from market research firm Ipsos and

EVBox Group, a leading global provider of EV charging solutions.
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Other notable findings about fast charging from the EVBox Mobility Monitor, based on a survey

of over 2,000 U.S. residents nationwide in February 2021:

Among drivers who won’t buy an EV or can’t yet commit to doing so, one-third (33%) list

“charging too time consuming” as a key reason.

Half of U.S. residents (50%) and 79% of those considering EVs (potential EV drivers) say

more fast chargers would make them more willing to buy an EV.

Drivers would especially like to see more fast chargers at service stops and fuel stations —

locations they depend on during long-distance and highway travel. 

More fast charging is important to current EV drivers, too, and therefore critical to

accelerating widespread EV adoption. Of current EV drivers, nearly 3 in 4 (73%) say they will

probably or certainly buy an EV again. A similar share (76%) say more fast chargers would

make them even more willing to buy another EV in the near future.



Understanding fast charging

Previous research conducted in Europe by EVBox and Ipsos has shown that when drivers know

more about how EVs work, they are more likely to buy them. Yet just over half of current EV

drivers (54%) in the U.S., and fewer than 4 in 10 (38%) potential EV drivers, are familiar with

how fast charging stations differ from regular chargers.

By using a fast charger, an EV driver can charge and get back on the road more quickly than by

using a regular charging station. A fast charging (or DC for direct current) station charges an

EV in less time than a regular (or AC for alternating current) charging station.  A regular

charger can charge an EV 12 to 25 miles in one hour, compared to a fast charger that can charge

84 to 334 miles in one hour, depending on the charger wattage. (Learn more here.)

https://blog.evbox.com/difference-between-ac-and-dc


Using fast charging

The majority of EV drivers (73%) charge mostly at home, typically for several hours overnight,

using a residential charging station. That behavior, and because fast chargers are not yet widely

available, helps explain why 42% of EV drivers never use fast charging, and only 2% use it 10 or

more times per month.

Today, fast charging stations are more common on highways, at fuel stations and in other

settings where drivers are traveling longer distances and need to charge fast along the road.

After service stops and fuel stations, drivers want to see more fast chargers at workplaces,

supermarkets and shopping malls.



What drivers want from charging stations

Current EV drivers expect fast chargers to make charging as easy as possible. When asked to

identify the most useful features,  

57% percent of U.S. residents said easy to manage charging station cables

52% said guiding LED lights 

38% said contactless payment (app payment) and 

35% said touchscreen directions



“In our research, drivers were clear about what will help persuade them to
switch from gas cars to EVs: more charging options. As the U.S. readies to
install as many as 500,000 new public charging ports by 2030 as called for in
President Biden’s infrastructure plan, fast charging stations that are easy to
use, accessible for people of all physical abilities, and highly visible to passing
drivers should be an integral part of the mix." 
— Kristof Vereenooghe (President and CEO of EVBox Group)

###

About the EVBox Mobility Monitor
EVBox Group works with Ipsos annually to assess EV adoption in Europe. This is its first U.S.

report, which represents the opinions of n=2,002 U.S. residents, including 100 EV drivers and

749 potential EV drivers (respondents who indicated they will most likely or definitely opt for

an EV next time they purchase a car). EV drivers include hybrid, PHEV and BEV drivers.

For more information about the Mobility Monitor report, EVBox or Ipsos, contact Katelyn

Hojeibane at katelyn.hojeibane@evbox.com.



ABOUT EVBOX GROUP

Founded in 2010, EVBox Group empowers forward-thinking businesses to build a sustainable future by
providing flexible and scalable electric vehicle charging solutions. With its extensive portfolio of commercial and
ultra-fast EVBox charging stations, as well as scalable charging management software engineered by Everon,
EVBox Group ensures that electric mobility is accessible to everyone. 

EVBox Group is a leader in R&D, with facilities across Europe and North America developing groundbreaking
electric vehicle charging technology. With offices across the globe, including Amsterdam, Bordeaux, Munich, and
Chicago, and strong foundations in dozens of markets, EVBox Group is working to shape a sustainable future of
transportation.

In 2021, EVBox Group will become a public company listed on the New York Stock Exchange via a business
combination with TPG Pace Beneficial Finance (NYSE: TPGY) and initial investors BlackRock, Inclusive Capital,
Neuberger Berman Funds, and Wellington Management.
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